
170 million years ago, dinosaurs roamed  
the earth - in this magical trail, we 
uncover the land that time forgot...

Below, we have tried to give guidance on what sights, sounds, smells, and layouts you can expect in each area, without 
giving too many surprises away! We hope it will be of support to autistic people and their family and friends or anyone 
with sensory processing difficulties who may appreciate a little more detail about what to expect before attending.

Please note that some of the details may change.

Useful Information
• The event will last around 60 minutes, depending on how long you stay in each area. Each zone should take 5-10 

minutes to walk through, depending on the amount of people around, and you may want to hang around a little 
longer if you’re having something to eat and drink.

• There will be music and lights throughout the event, as well as voice overs telling the story, so please bring noise-
cancelling headphones or tinted glasses if you need them.

• This year, we have the paths along the route to allow extra space for distancing and help you feel at ease. Please 
note we are operating a one-way system.

• We need to keep the crowd flowing so please don’t be offended if our stewards ask you to move on at any stage. You 
can stop for photos, but please be aware of others around you and don’t block paths. If people are starting to gather, 
the stewards will politely ask you to keep moving.

• The Glow Pass is returning – this helps our team know that the person wearing it may need a little more time, 
some space, or might want to skip a zone/take an alternative route. Please contact glasglowsensory@itison.com 
in advance to request a Glow Pass and we will leave it at the box office for you to pick up when you arrive for your 
ticket slot.

• Our staff will be wearing blue raincoats that say ‘itison events’ on the front and ‘Event Host’ on the back. They are 
very friendly and happy to help in any way they can.

• We have held a room to be used as a quiet space, should anyone need it. Please let staff know if you would like to 
use it and someone can take you there.

ok, get ready....here we glow!....
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Entrance 
You will join a queue outside the gates of the event, and 
this can be quite busy at times. Please let one of our 
friendly queue stewards know if you are uncomfortable in 
such a crowded environment and we can fast-track you, 
or you can join the queue at the left-hand side if you’re 
picking up a GLOW pass. 

The area will be full of hustle and bustle but does move 
quickly. Our theme tune will be playing through speakers 
at the gates, but it won’t be too loud, so you’ll still be able 
to hear the staff when they talk to you. If you are very 
sensitive to lots of noise we do recommend you wear ear 
protectors. 

Get your ticket ready and staff will take it from you, at 
arm’s length, to scan it. Or if your ticket is on your phone, you can scan it yourself to avoid others touching your phone! 
If you need to buy or pick up a ticket, you can go to the box office hut inside the gates.

Once you’re inside the gates and your tickets have been scanned, you’ll see this sign ahead (see above) and you will 
take the path on the left before it. This part will feel like an epic movie premiere as you walk along the red carpet which 
will be laid down on the grass. 

This area will be busy and there will also be exciting, blockbuster style music playing through the speakers at either side 
of this path. Go at the pace you are comfortable going at - there’s no rush, remember we want you to enjoy yourself as 
much as possible! 

prologue
There will be lots of flags above you and at either side of you as you walk through this section, they will have images 
of dinosaur footprints, evolution of man, and other exciting things on them. You will hear the voice of a narrator, who is 
setting the scene that dinosaurs once roamed Scotland and you are going on a trail to discover them! 

Up a path to the right, there are a small number of toilets. If you’re not ready, there are lots more toilets later in the route!

As you get a bit further up the hill, the lights will get a little darker with projections on the ground to guide you along to 
a new zone.

There may be queues at the top of the path to enter the next zone. We’ll try to keep them moving along quickly for 
everyone’s comfort.

the discovery begins…  

dig site  
As you turn the corner, you uncover three working fossil dig sites carried out by the Glasgow University Palaeontology 
Society, something big is being discovered…

You will see several people dressed up and working on the site, holding digging spades. Mist will be used to create an 
exciting, mysterious atmosphere. 

You will see a dark hole which contains dinosaur fossils that light up. Around you there will be a number of safety fences 
and health & safety signs, don’t worry – these are just part of the show and nothing to worry about. There will be bright 
flood lights and site lights to guide you as you walk through this area. 
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fossil fuel stop
At the end of the path, we see ‘Fossil Fuel Stop’, this is where you can stop for a dino-themed snack or hot chocolate if 
you fancy it. 

Opposite the food stop, there will be a big screen that you can watch, where we see the character ‘Doc’ for the first time, 
you will hear his voice through the speakers. 

what’s next?
You will be transported through time as you walk through the spiralling vortex tunnel. This will have bright, moving lights 
and the end of it is clouded by mist so you can’t quite see what’s coming next, this is just to add to the excitement and 
mystery! 

After this, you will step through a tunnel of vines into the spectacular …

land that time forgot!
Here a giant Skull Island style archway will guide you to a giant dinosaur boneyard with giant teeth scattered around. 
There will be fire cans, flames, and loud tribal drums, this is all perfectly safe, and we’ll have barriers between you and 
the lawn for everyone’s safety. 

We meet a tribal chief in this area urging us that “danger is just around the corner”. This person is an actor and if you 
are uncomfortable, make yourself known to our friendly stewards who will help you move through this area as quickly 
as possible

There will be a large dinosaur skull at the end of the path, where people may want to take photos. 

creatures within
As you turn into the Rose Garden there is a narrow passage whereby only a few amber lanterns are leading the way, you 
will hear a sound effect of creatures scuttling around, and there will be cobwebs everywhere. 

This part will feel like you are walking through a spider’s web – you get the sense and feel of things moving all around 
you before discovering a giant spider and a steward who has been trapped! 

This zone is intended to be a bit creepy/unsettling so hold on tight to your parent or carer and remember, always ask a 
steward if you need help as they are there to make you feel as comfortable as possible. 

Special note: If you don’t like spiders, there is no reason to worry, you can skip this part. Speak to one of our friendly 
stewards who will guide you to a different passageway into the next zone.  

dino hatchlings
Here we find the baby dinos! Palaeontologists are taking care of them and will allow you to come up closer if you like, 
they may even let you feed them, however you can also stand and watch from a distance if you would prefer. 

You will hear the baby dinos squawking, snapping and even farting! How cute! They are harmless and probably more 
scared of you as they’re just little babies, but if it’s not your thing, just let the team know and we’ll direct you around the 
area.
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the nest
Next, we come to a field of glowing lava, you will see amazing views of an erupting volcano. 

There are pterodactyls hiding in the trees, squawking, and playing games to scare you as you walk past them, don’t 
worry – we promise they’re friendly! 

next you will approach...

gamekeeper

You will see two large cages, which look as though they are shaking, you will hear loud roars and banging coming 
from inside them. There are signs which will say ‘Dangerous Animals Inside’. A gamekeeper will be next to the cages, 
guarding them. 

People may want to take photos here, you can, or just carry-on walking down the path…

finally we reach...

marshmallowland

After all that exploring, you may want to refuel, there is no better 
place to do so than our incredible Marshmallowland! 

We expect people to stop for pictures here but there is enough 
space to walk around them if you want to keep moving. 

Join the queue on the left if you want to buy marshmallow tokens. 
Inside, there’ll be a short, quick queue to exchange your tokens 
for mallows. We’ll have large firepits and thousands of twinkly 
lights – everyone’s favourite selfie moment! 

There’s also some cover in here if you need a break from the 
rain (what rain?!). This area can get quite busy, but we’ve created 
more space since last year so there’s room for everyone to get 
roasting .

filled with mallows, it’s time to head down the hill
As you walk down the hill, you’ll see a sheep trapped in a cage, suspended from a tree, you may hear whimpering and 
crying. Around it, you will hear sound effects of the thuds/roars of dinosaurs. 

Next up…  

try some of glasglow’s finest food stalls! 

Head down to see who will be taking care of all your hunger and thirst needs! Just before you reach the catering area, 
there are toilets on the path to the left. There are also more at the end of the route. 

The catering area gets busy with people wanting to fuel up. We will have a one-way system in operation and barriers 
to separate the queues. There will be one lane to walk along and check out what’s on offer, then each caterer has their 
own separate lane once you’ve decided which to go for. An exit lane will take you back to the covered area where you 
can take time to eat and drink. 
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Caterers: 
Loop & Scoop churros, Fries Guys chips, Nomad wood-fired pizzas, Brigston hot dogs and a hot drinks and sweet treats 
stall. Some places will be busy, but there are seats so you can sit and relax.

get ready... the next stop is the spectacular...

dinosaur savannah and safari bar  
The moment we have all been waiting for… you have reached the dinosaurs!

They will be placed around our very own Botanic Gardens, where you can look at them up closely and admire them in 
all their glory. Enjoy!  

smile please!  
The next area is The Range which features big cut outs for photo ops – you can get inside these if you feel comfortable 
enough and capture your memory of being in The Land that Time Forgot. 

These are dotted around the area by The Kibble Palace and will be very obvious. 

Remember also to look up… and see Squid soup – don’t worry, no fish were harmed, it’s a magical lightshow! Hundreds 
of lights hang down in curtains and it will feel like you are walking under glowing bubbles.

This area is popular and gets quite busy so there will be a steward at each photo moment to manage queues and move 
people along quickly, helping everybody to get their time to shine. Have your cameras and poses ready!

final stop...  

the pumpkin festival 
We’re so excited that our famous Pumpkin Patch is returning this year. 

There are little fire cans in the pumpkin patch, but they are very safe and set well back from the path so try not to be 
scared of them. 

And FYI… none of the pumpkins go to waste – they all get mushed into food waste and are transformed into energy to 
power Glasgow – how cool is that? 

We’re so excited that our famous Pumpkin Patch is returning this year – see if you can spot any faces you know & don’t 
worry, no pumpkins were carved without their consent. 

Little fire cans in the pumpkin patch, but they are very safe so try not to be scared of them.  

At the end of The Pumpkin Patch you’ll see our gorgeous big rainbow for photos too - – smile, you’re on camera!  

And none of the pumpkins to waste – they all get mushed into food waste & are transformed into energy to power 
Glasgow – how cool is that?  

and now... your journey has come to an end, we’ll miss you!  
Before you exit the gardens, there are toilets on the left.

Staff will be waving you goodbye feel free to give them a high five ! The exit gates lead onto Queen Margaret Drive 
under the People Make GlasGLOW sign.

We hope you enjoy your GlasGLOW experience and will come and GLOW again! We love feedback so please do get in 
touch and let us know about your experience (Glasglow2022@itison.com).

Until then, make sure to grab your tickets for Elfingrove, our ice-skating experience at Kelvingrove Art Gallery, you 
definitely won’t want to miss this! 
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